Software Developer/ CTO Job Opportunity at Startup

The initial phase of our system should only take a few weeks depending on the amount of dedicated time. We have a full presentation of slides and visual markups to tentatively show how we would like it to look, act, feel, etc. However, additional input will be needed.

Some or all of the following skills may be necessary to create the three parts of the initial system (Client/ User Facing Application, Data Entry Application, Database). This might change depending on the scope and functional needs of the growing system.

- Editing/ Manipulations of Raster & Vector based graphics.
- Google Maps AVI V3
- Agile software development structure (Ruby on Rails, Python/Django, PHP+)
- HTML 5, Advanced JavaScript framework, jQuery

We are looking to find someone who would want to come in as a partner/cofounder in the startup and share in the equity and contribution of the business.

We need somebody who has the time, skills, and ambition to be part of something that we believe will be really successful.

Interested individuals may contact us by email.

PGinterest@gmail.com